
Add-ons that make your day
ACCESSORIES

For the professional working at heights, safety is everything. These 
accessories make tool storage and transport safer and more efficient.

ETTORE® BACkFLIP®

ACCESSORIES

Two-in-one tool
For the window cleaner who wants an all-in-one tool. The nested handle design 
allows the tools to work together or independently. No need to change tools when 
working at heights or with an extension pole. 

Brass BacKflip®

tool Belts

Wash BucKet

super scraper™

scrapemaster™

champion scraper™

The Backflip ingeniously pairs a t-bar and scrubber with a squeegee  
to maximize efficiency. For added versatility, the tool can be separated 
into its two components with the click of a button, allowing the cleaner 
to use just the scrubber or squeegee as needed. Can be attached to a 
tapered wood handle or a REA-C-H extension pole for high windows 
without the need to constantly switch between tools. 

The single and dual holsters are constructed of form-fitting genuine 
leather. The nylon double loop allows the user to carry a scrubber and 
squeegee on a belt. The Sidekick water well acts like a portable bucket to 
keep your scrubbers charged and wet. All holsters fit on a strong, 44-inch 
nylon, adjustable tool belt and make your tools fully transportable.

Made of indestructible plastic with a six-gallon (22.71 litres) capacity, 
these window wash buckets can be outfitted with casters, a sieve and 
snap-on lid (sold separately).

For the removal of stubborn gunk on windows, floors 
or other smooth, hard surfaces, the four or six-inch 
Super Scraper is ideal. Carbon-steel blades are razor 
edged on one side for use on windows, and dull on the 
other for scraping floors without damaging the finish.  

For use on windows only, the four-inch wide 
Scrapemaster features blades that are razor sharp on 
both edges for extended life (just undo the screw 
and flip the blade when the first edge becomes dull). 

With a double-edged, Danish steel blade that is five 
inches wide, the Champion scraper takes on 
hard-to-remove window deposits with ease. Offset 
handle design is ideal for use in tight corners. 

description 4 in. 6 in. pack

Super scraper 37505 37506 6
blades 37515 37511

description item pack

sidekick water well holster 36941 1

single holster 36700

6
dual holster 36701

belt with loop (44 in.) 36702

nylon double hoop holster (not shown) 36704

description item pack

bucket with handle 40110 6

sieve 40111

1lid 40112

casters (set of four) 40113

description 4 in. pack

Scrapemaster 37500 6
blades 37510

description item pack

Champion scraper 37525 6
blades 37530

description 10 in. 14 in. 18 in. pack

brass 38710 38714 38718 6
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Note: For added reach, all these scrapers can be mounted to a tapered wooden handle (2465).
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